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Out & About 

Timothy English  PRUFTECHNIK - Tony
Planamento AME

 
Tony, along with 

 PRUFTECHNIK  colleagues, attended
his first event in his new position...read
more

Peter Charbonnet AME  - and his Plywood
Regatta Team 

 
The AME Team participating in  MIASF's
Annual  Plywood Regatta .. read more

Rich Merhige AME - and his Plywood
Regatta Team

 

What's AME Up To
 

Rich Merhige  AME
 

The International Yacht Brokers Association/IYBA's 4th
Annual Yacht Engineering Seminar was an eventful day jam-
packed with informative sessions with topics ranging from engine,
and generator maintenance to.... read more
 

AME welcomes our new
Mechanical Engineer Summer
intern, Chad Tucker. For the next
two months he will be getting an
inside look on day-to-day activities
led by AME's experienced Field
Service Engineers/ Technicians
and Shop Team while having the
opportunity to have hands-on
training by joining in on numerous
jobs. 
"Interning with AME has been a great
experience. It's allowed me to get real
world hands-on practice, and see

practical applications of engineering theories."
Chad is a junior at the University of Florida where he is
pursuing a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering. 
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Joanna Ramirez Teresa Drugatz  AME

On June 2nd, at  MIASF 2018 Annual
Dinner Meeting and Awards Ceremony,
AME was recognized along.. read more

Rich Merhige AME - Captain Steve Hubbard
Kurt Madsen - Tony Munoz  Maritime

Executive
 

AME was proud to be one of the
sponsors for the 2018  IYBA  Golf
Scramble.  

 

Julie Balzano NMMA
 
The Spring Triton Expo was an absolute
success! The team had a fantastic time
socializing with new and old... read
more

Mike Prado DeAngelo Marine Exhaust

 

Captain Jamie Callaghan Towboat US.
Christine Battles Joanna Ramirez AME

Tony Planamento Joanna Ramirez Carol Wright Veronica Majewski and
Christine Battles AME

 
Through May 6 - May 12, the AME team observed  National
Women's Lung Health Week by supporting the  American
Lung Association in turning TURQUOISE for lung cancer
awareness. 

 

Marine News  

Kris McKee W. Harry Antrobus - AME
 

When it comes to large ship maintenance on container ships,
bulks and tankers, shaft alignment is a key focus. With
misalignment present, components can wear prematurely, and
critical vibration can become apparent. It's essential for ships to
schedule routine alignment checks....read more 

Industrial News  

In March, one of our field service engineers and vibration
analyst traveled halfway across the world for a three-week long
project on an air force base in Guam. Over the course of the trip,
they surveyed and rebuilt 5 of the base's fuel pumps to ensure
operational readiness using the.....read more 
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AME's CAO, Christine Battles-
Merhige advocates for educating the
younger..  read more

Christine Battles AME - Stephanie
Mechanical Engineering Student ATC

Upcoming!

 
 Save the date - Oct 31 - Nov 4. Come

Visit AME in booth #830 at FLIBS!

 
AME is looking to fill the following career
positions:
 
 
Lead Welder/Fabricator/Pipe Fitter
 
Hydraulic Technician/Mechanic
 
Technical Manager (Service Manager)
 
 
Apply  here  -  Please no phone calls, or,
walk-ins. 

 

Final Thought 
Do you have grumpy crew and guests who continue to complain
about vibration onboard? Give your guests a smoother, quieter
ride by preventing vibration with the VIBGUARD from 
PRUFTECHNIK. It's a condition monitoring system that keeps a
constant watch on your machinery. Keep your passengers happy
by keeping noise and vibration at bay.  
 
Contact us at info@AMEsolutions.com for more information.  
 

 

 

AME Services
 

Asset Maintenance Plans   
 

Vibration & Noise Surveys 
 

Laser, Optical & Strain Gage Alignment 
 

Diesel Engine Condition Monitoring 
 

Shaft Torque & Power Measurements 
 

Geometric Laser Measurements 
 

Fabrication, Welding, Machining & Line Boring 
 

Hydraulic Services & Repair

 

Engineering Fun Fact
 

Leaning Tower Of Pisa: How has it survived 2 world wars and 4 strong
earthquakes?

- The tower's height and stiffness, combined with the softness of the soil beneath it,
causes the vibration  of the tower to adjust so that the tower doesn't shake as much
as the earth beneath it during an earthquake.
 
- In the efforts to slow down the collapse of the tower, 900 tons of lead weights
were placed on the north side of the tower.
 
- Engineers installed equipment that allows them to make modifications to the
water pressure beneath the tower, to help control the tilt, shifting it from  5.5
degrees to  3.9 degrees.

 
  By Cleve R. Wootson Jr. June 7 Washington Post
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Laser Alignment & Condition Monitoring Systems

 
Diesel Engine Condition Monitoring Systems

 

Vibration, Noise & Alignment Specialists 
All Running Gear Services 

Headquarters: 217 SW 28th Street, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33315 
Second Machine Shop: Lauderdale Marine Center Contractor Shed #4 (East Yard) 

+1 954 764 2678 
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